Today I would like to speak about one of the first Prophecy in the WORD. This prophecy has
been over looked by MANY, and misunderstood by many more. Before I explain I first want to
thank a very dear and important friend of mine. Sword Of YAH, I would like to thank him for
bringing this to my attention . He simply pointed out the connections in the Strong’s
Concordance to the name YACOB and the word HEEL and my eyes were opened to the most
profound and important prophecy that ties all the scriptures together. Now let me explain. We
first must read Genesis 3:15.
Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119
Now what I just read was a parable. Before I begin to decipher this PARABLE we first must
understand what a parable is.
PAR.A.BLE it means a SHOW
1. A short allegorical story designed to illustrate or teach some TRUTH, religious principle, or
moral lesson. 2. A statement or comment that conveys a meaning INDIRECTLY by the use of
comparison, analogy, or the like.
PARABLE
a short story that uses familiar events to illustrate a RELIGIOUS or ethical point Related:
Parabolic , Parabolical any of the stories of this kind told by Jesus Christ.
Now before I continue keep your mind on that word RELIGIOUS in my past broadcast
“Religion,Mind Control and an IGNORANT People” I explain that RELIGIION means if you
recall the root of the meaning is bondage.
ETOMOLOGY
from L. parabola "comparison," from Greek. parabole “NOW DO NOT OVER LOOK THIS
FACT” "a comparison, parable," lit. "a throwing beside," from para- "alongside" + bole "a
throwing, casting, beam, ray," related to ballein "to throw." Replaced O.E. bispell . In V.L.
parabola took on the meaning "word," hence It. parlare , Fr. parler "to speak." Okay now if
those of you are not yet understanding let me break it down.
The people who wrote the BIBLE REPLACED the truth with PARABLES. To create a
RELIGION called Judaism and Christianity. They placed ALONGSIDE the truth, their version
to hide the simple meaning of the WORD, the History and the Stories of the Chosen people of
AHYAH. Now It is vital to PLACE this in your wisdom. I am not saying that the Origianl
Ancient Hebrew was not written in analogies and stories to teach. This is eveident, but I am
saying that because it has been turned into a religiion which created confusion we have to pay
attention to this word PARABLE.
After all the ETOMOLOGY the root meaning of the word means to REPLACE, a throwing
Aloneside. Now I say this because the topic of today is based on The Seed of the Serpent. After
this broadcast you will see how this simple and obvious event was turned into a topic of taboo
and confusion. Now this was done on purepose and today we will find out why.

Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119
Okay now to understand this verses we first must find the meaning of this word SEED? The
ROOT of this whole study centers on what this seed is. Now like always I will dig deep into the
Strongs and Hebrew so its best to download and do your on study off line to confirm this
research for yourself. Now this sentence “betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 “ When you
look up this WORD SEED H2233 we find many clues to what this WORD really means.

The word SEED is pronounced zeh'-rah in the Babylonian
And this is what it reads: From root word H2232; seed; figuratively fruit, plant, sowing time,
posterity: - X carnally, child, fruitful, seed (-time), sowing-time. Okay now this did not tell us
much so we look at the root word H2232 now this is the root WORD so we should get a deeper
meaning; And it reads; to sow; figuratively to disseminate, plant, fructify: - bear, conceive
seed, set with, sow (-er), yield. Okay now lets put H2233 and H2232 together and pull out a
few word that support the FACT that is seed is speaking about conception. Okay we find
words like Child, Bear and Conceive seed. Now for me this would be enough, because I
understand the story, but for those that need more here is something that might surprise you. If
you take this word SEED ZEH-RAH and place the HEBREW Characters “zayin resh ayin”
into Google Translator from Hebrew to English you get The word seed and the nouns for the
word are as followed. SEED,SPERMA,SEMEN,GERM,OFFSPRING,CORN. Okay now let
me be clear. When you place the Hebrew characters into Google translator we get words like
SPERMA, SEMEN and OFFSPRING. Now ask yourself a question. Why didn’t Eve get a
server cash of TOOTH DECAY if she was coursed for eating an apple? Why was she afflicted
in child-bearing and conception. This is something to think about.
Okay now there is another word that means seed in the Hebrew which is H6507. What makes
this important is the use of the word SEED H6507 is only used once in the whole book. What
sparked my attention is to where this word leads. We find it in the Book Of Joel. First lets look
at the definition.
And it reads:
Feminine passive participle of H6504; something separated, that is, a kernel: - seed.
And when we read the refrenced word it states;
A primitive root; to break through, that is, spread or separate (oneself): - disperse, divide, be
out of joint, part, scatter (abroad), separate (self), sever self, stretch, sunder.
Now this word seed H6507 is not speaking about Offspring, but what has happened to the
Offspring. Now this is very intresting, because this word leads us to the book of Joel. And what
makes this even more amazing is this the Book Of Joel supports the Prophecy of Genesis 3:15

First we look at the verses that refrences SEED H6507
“Joe 1:17 The seedH6507 is rottenH5685 underH8478 their clods,H4053 the garnersH214 are laid
desolate,H8074 the barnsH4460 are broken down;H2040 forH3588 the cornH1715 is withered.H3001 “
Okay now I am going to read a few chapters in the book of JOEL. Now listen to how this
speaks about the House Of Yacob and the WAR between the SEEDS.
The Book Of Joel, and it reads:
Joe 1:1 The word of the YAHUWAH that came to Joel the son of Pethuel.
Joe 1:2 Hear this, ye old men, and give ear, all ye inhabitants of the land. Hath this been in
your days, or even in the days of your fathers?
Joe 1:3 Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell their children, and their children
another generation.
Joe 1:4 That which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust eaten; and that which the locust
hath left hath the cankerworm eaten; and that which the cankerworm hath left hath the
caterpiller eaten.
Joe 1:5 Awake, ye drunkards, and weep; and howl, all ye drinkers of wine, because of the new
wine; for it is cut off from your mouth.
Now Listen Up:
Joe 1:6 For a nation is come up upon my land, strong, and without number, whose teeth are the
teeth of a lion, and he hath the cheek teeth of a great lion.
Joe 1:7 He hath laid my vine waste, and barked my fig tree: he hath made it clean bare, and
cast it away; the branches thereof are made white.
Joe 1:8 Lament like a virgin girded with sackcloth for the husband of her youth.
Joe 1:9 The meat offering and the drink offering is cut off from the house of YAHUWAH; the
priests, The Most High's ministers, mourn.
Joe 1:10 The field is wasted, the land mourneth; for the corn is wasted: the new wine is dried
And It Reads:
Joe 1:17 The seed is rotten under their clods, the garners are laid desolate, the barns are broken
down; for the corn is withered.
Joe 1:18 How do the beasts groan! the herds of cattle are perplexed, because they have no
pasture; yea, the flocks of sheep are made desolate.
Joe 1:19 O AHYAH, to thee will I cry: for the fire hath devoured the pastures of the
wilderness, and the flame hath burned all the trees of the field.
Joe 1:20 The beasts of the field cry also unto thee: for the rivers of waters are dried up, and the
fire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness.
Now think about this chapter in the book of JOEL.
Joe 1:3 Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell their children, and their children
another generation.

This is telling us to remember what has happened. This should bring our minds to the WAR
between The Seed of Yacob and The Seed of Amalek, One thing to take note off is this, and this
is very important, the Amalikites did not start with Esua or the Edomites. I will explain this
later in this broadcast.
Okay now listen the parallels between The Book of Joel and Exodus.
Exo 17:13 And Joshua discomfited Amalek and his people with the edge of the sword.
Exo 17:14 And Yahuwah said unto Moses, Write this for a memorial in a book, and rehearse it
in the ears of Joshua: for I will utterly put out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven.
Exo 17:15 And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it Jehovahnissi:
Exo 17:16 For he said, Because Yahuwah hath sworn that Yahuwah will have WAR with
Amalek from generation to generation.
Now another thing to take note off is this. If I am talking about Amalek. Then is the
remembrance of Amalek utterly put out from under heaven? The answer is No. So then if
AMALEK is still remembered then the WAR is still on. And all you that deny this truth you
better pick a side.
Joe 1:4 That which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust eaten; and that which the locust
hath left hath the cankerworm eaten; and that which the cankerworm hath left hath the
caterpiller eaten.
Now for those that understand history follow the trail. The Amalekite intermixed with the following
nations the Hittite, the Amorite, the Horite all of these nations can be traced back to HAM. The
Amalikites are also the Hyksos they are one in the same. The reason why the Amorites are so important
to Prophecy is because the Amorites are the Amalekites. Like I said we will break this down later.

So the Book Of Joel is telling us to look at history. Look at how the Amelikites, the Amorites,
the Horites, the Edomites, the Greeks, the Romans, the Germans, the Ashkenazi have usurped
the people of the land. Notice the insects that are used to make this point. Think about this.
What happends to a Caterpillar? It turns into a Butterfly right? Now to get a deeper
understanding of this verses we will look at the Chracteristices of the Butterfly. Did you know
that the defense of the butterfly is Deception? Now lets not over look this FACT. There is a
reason why the very last insect used is a Caterpiller. We can learn a lot from insects. They
where used here for a reason. So what is the definition of the word butterfly. And it Reads:
O.E. buttorfleoge, perhaps based on the old notion that the insects (or witches disguised as
butterflies) consume butter or milk that is left uncovered. Or, less creatively, simply because
the pale yellow color of many species' wings suggests the color of butter. Okay now one
interesting thing I would like to point out is this. The word YELLOW is also used to describe
WOLF in the Strongs Concordence H2061. So did the editors of the Strongs place this clue
into the Strongs? ARE they telling us that this is related to the book of Esther as well?

Here is the Definition:
H2061 From an unused root meaning to be yellow; a wolf: - wolf. Now how dose to be Yellow
related to wolf? Maybe it has a dual meaning Yellow as the Moon or a refrence to butterflies?
Now before you think this is far fetched listen to my privious broadcast on the Book Of Esther
and the New Moon. Because there seems to be a pattern developing.
Now if you Remember the prophecy about the TRIBE OF BENJAMIN. This would make more
sense. But regardless keep this in mind, because it is important. So what else does the word
Butterfly tell us.
And it reads:
A person who never settles with one group, interest, or occupation for long.
The art of deception:
Most butterflies protect themselves from predators by using camouflage. Some butterflies and s
blend into their environment so well that is it almost impossible to spot them when they are
resting on a branch. Some butterflies look like dead leaves (like the Indian leaf butterfly),
others look like the bark of a tree (e.g., the carpenter moth).
The Muellerian Mimicry is a type of Butterflies that use camouflage to deceive his predators.
And of course the butterfly come from the Caterpillar. And on more thing. What is the most
distinguishing quality of the Caterpillar? It's HAIRY. Now who do we know in scriptures that is
described as hairy?
And to continue with The Book Of Joel
Joe 1:5 Awake, ye drunkards, and weep; and howl, all ye drinkers of wine, because of the new
wine; for it is cut off from your mouth.
Joe 1:6 For a nation is come up upon my land, strong, and without number, whose teeth are the
teeth of a lion, and he hath the cheek teeth of a great lion.
Joe 1:7 He hath laid my vine waste, and barked my fig tree: he hath made it clean bare, and
cast it away; the branches thereof are made white.
Now know the PARABLE of the FIG TREE. Who are the FIGS on the FIG TREE?
Now like I said before this Chapter of JOEL says it all. So the questions that should come to
mind are these. If the Seed of Yacob was usurped, and the people we think are the Seed are not
the SEED. Then who are they? And if they are not YACOB then where and who is YACOB?
Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119
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Thy SEED and Her SEED?
Rev 12:17 AndG2532 theG3588 dragonG1404 was wrothG3710 withG1909 theG3588 woman,G1135 andG2532
wentG565 to makeG4160 warG4171 withG3326 theG3588 remnantG3062 of herG848 seed,G4690 which keepG5083
theG3588 commandmentsG1785 of YAHUWAH,G2316 andG2532 haveG2192 theG3588 testimonyG3141 of
YAHUSHUAG2424 MESSIAH.G5547
So Who is the Dragon?
If you do not understand who the Dragon is then you will not understand the purpose of his
SEED. And if this Dragon in Revelations 12:17 is the Serpent in Genesis 3:15 then what does
all this mean? Now this is one of those topics that is considered controversial. Many people
avoid this topic for THREE main reason, the first is a lack of knowledge and the second fear of
ridicule. And a third the in ability to shake religious doctrine. This is when an ex preacher,
ministers or Bible thump-er carries old bagged to a new understanding. Their glass is half
full with old wine. As it says in Mathew 2:22 “And no man putteth new wine into old bottles:
else the new wine doth burst the bottles, and the wine is spilled, and the bottles will be marred:
but new wine must be put into new bottles.” Now I read this verses for those that just can't get
the meaning of the Serpent Seed. Now It might help, if you, pure out your old wine, And not
criticize those of us that did. Which brings me to another point. This discuss or study on the
serpent seed is not so-called “Replacement Doctrine” it is a rediscovery of what has been lost
to those that have been misplaced. Usurpation has occurred, and it continues to occur all over
this planet. And to make my point I will give a recent example. Lets take a look at Eygpt. Now
do you think the majority of the people that live in Egypt today, are the ancestors of the
Original people. How many ancestors of Mizram are trully walking around Eygpt?
If the first president of Egypt came to power in 1953. And before that it was a Sultan appointed
by Great Britain. And before that it was ruled by other usurpers from Albania. Then who are
the people living in Egypt today?
Dose any one no who Muhammad Ali Pasha is?
Well lets read a little history!
“Muhammad Ali Pasha, was an Ottoman Turk , of Albanian origin, who became an
Ottoman Wāli, and self-declared Khedive of Egypt and Sudan. Though not a modern
nationalist, he is regarded as the founder of modern Egypt because of the dramatic reforms in
the military, economic and cultural spheres that he instituted. He also ruled Levantine territories
outside Egypt. The dynasty that he established would rule Egypt and Sudan until the Egyptian
Revolution of 1952. Oh so he wasn’t even Egyptian he was ALBANIAN. So what about the
people? If he was not Egyptian and he was appointed King by the Ottoman Turkish Empire.

Then where the Ottoman's of the Original people? Or where the people already replaced? Well
all we have to do is follow the trail. First we look at the Ottoman TURKISH Empire, then
Byzantine Holy Roman Empire, the Greek Empire, the Persian Empire, the Babylonia Empire,
the HYKSOS Usurpation. And lets not forget that it was Great Britain that became the King
makers in 1914, and they are still installing the rulers today. So today we are not looking at
Ancient Egyptians that lived in Egypt for thousands of years. We are looking at the result of
years of powers struggle, usurpation and king making. How many Original so-called Native
Americans do you see in America? These people where replacement in less than 300 years. In
less than 300 years you would be shocked to see a whole US city totally controlled by socalled Native Americans and I am not talking about a RESERVATION. Now compare this 300
year usurpation to those living in Egypt. And ask yourself this question. Are the people that live
in EGYPT the Ancient Egyptians that lived in EGYPT for thousands of years? Or is this a
result of Babylonian, Persian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman and Great Britain
USURPATION?.... So to call this topic hate speech or “Replacement Doctein” is a deception....
It is an attempt to hide the TRUTH.
Now Common Sense will tell you that the Ancient Egyptians were dark-skinned black African
people. This is not a racist statement this is FACT. The Persian also, black people. In the British
Museum they have images of King Darius, he is a black man. This is a FACT! He has dark
skin, full black lips and a Curly Afro, but yet they get a white actor to play The prince of Persia.
WHY? What are they so afraid of? And why should it matter? The question I have is why are
the Gentile nations whom are in control of this planet suppressing any mention of the people of
the book being black? Why is it taboo for the people of the book being anything other than
Caucasian? This is a very serious important question to ask yourself. If you are a Christian
should it matter if JESUS is black?.. If you are Christian should it matter if the Hebrews are
black?...Or the Persian, or Egyptians? These questions are not about it being a Black thing. And
this is not about “Replacement Doctrine” what ever the hell that is. This is a rediscovering of
what was stolen and what was hidden from the world. And with that, I will speak about the
Serpent Seed. naw-khawsh zeh'-rah.
THIS SHOULD BE ABOUT 1 HOUR INTO BROADCAST!
Like I mentioned before we will first clear up a miss conception about this word SERPENT.
And learn what it really means. One very important point to keep in mind. The Bible was
written by the Greeks. The Greeks taught in parables and metaphors, so this means every word
has more than one meaning. So when you research a topic like the Serpent seed you have to
take this into consideration. Now I feel that I am getting a little resistance from my former
Bible thumper so I need to make this statement. The Ancient Hebrew was translated into
Babylonian and Greek for religious purposes. At this time the Babylonians and the Greeks
where the enemy. They enslaved or people and stole our history. So for give me if I must go
thru it with a fine tooth comb. I advice you to do the same.

Okay now the main objection to the Serpent seed doctrian is the Serpent. Is this speaking about
a real life reptilian or is this speaking about a man? Dose naw-khawsh means SERPENT?
Well lets see what the Strongs says.
Strongs Concordence H5175 naw-khawsh
refrence root word H5172; a snake (from its hiss): - serpent.
Now thats all it says but did you notice that word HISS? And also H5175 tells us the root word
can be found at H5172, and this word ”naw khawsh” is not a snake, but a snake's HISS now
this is key. Okay now before I read the definition for H5172 I first want you to know that I took
this word naw khawsh translated into its Hebrew letters and when you translate it back into
English or Greek you still come up with the word SNAKE, but this word is not used as a noun
it is used as a VERB. Now here comes the root meaning for the word naw-khawsh we find
it at H5172 a primitive root; properly to hiss, that is, whisper a (magic) spell; generally to
prognosticate: - X certainly, divine, enchanter, (use) X enchantment, learn by experience, X
indeed, diligently observe.
Now lets not overlook this word ”PROGNOSTICATE” dose anyone know what this means?
Well I didnt so I looked it up and boy was I surprised:
And it reads: Prog·nos·ti·cate; –verb (used with object)
to forecast or predict (something future) from present indications or signs; prophesy.
to foretoken; presage: birds prognosticating spring.
to make a forecast; prophesy.
So has anyone spoken to a foretune telling snake lately? By now you should understand that
Naw-khawsh means to HISS not snake, but to hiss like a snake. Which translates to Whisper a
Spell, Enchantment or to learn by experiance. This is discribing a being and the chararctertistics
of this BEING. So was Adam and Eve alone in Paridise? Or is there more to the story? Is this a
story or a mediphor?
For those of you still under the spell of deception let get another wittness. Now check out what
happends to this word NAW-khawsh when we place it into the Ancient Hebrew:
 נNUN = SEED symbole | Countinue, Heir, Son
 חCHET = TENT WALL symbole | Outside, Divide, Half
 שSHIN = TEETH symbole | Sharp, Press, Eat, Two
So we have the symbol of a SEED which is NUN the ancestors tell us that this means
Continue, Heir, Son now take note this is the WORD naw-khawsh that is suppose to mean
snake. But when we look at the Anchient Hebrew the first word means SEED NUN. The next
symbol a TENT WALL which is CHET and it means Outside Divide Half. So what are they
telling us with the use of this? Did this event cast Adam and Eve outside of the garden did this
divide them, separate them from Garden? The next symbol is Teeth which is SHIN and it
means Sharp, Press, Eat and Two. So what do you do with your teeth? you tear and ripe, you
also use your teeth to EAT...“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not
eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.”

Okay now for those of you still under the spell of deception lets get a third witness. We are
going to take this word and place it into the Hebrew Old Testament TANAK, but not just any
TANAK, one that is written in Hebrew the Babylonian Hebrew, and it comes with a Strong’s
Concordance. Now understand this book is written entirely in Hebrew, and it comes with a
Strong’s Concordance, so it's easy to find the meaning of the WORDS. Now whats interesting
about this book is this. When you match this book up with the KJV you will notice that the
TANAK adds an extra letter to the WORD. Now this is KEY. Guess which letter they add to
the WORD “NAW-khawsh”? YEH pronounced AH the letter for AHYAH. Remmber Abraham
Sarah AH.
H 5175 naw-khawsh' This is in HOT with an added name of YAH.
 הHEY = ARMS RAISE | Look, Reveal, Breath
 נNUN = SEED | Countinue, Heir, Son
 חCHET = TENT WALL | Outside, Divide, Half
 שSHIN = TEETH | Sharp, Press, Eat, Two
So a question should come to mind. Why did the KJV remove this letter or why did the
TANAK add this letter. Was this extra letter added to better define what this being is? Is this
letter telling use this BEING is more then just a “snake in paradise?” Keep in mind this letter
YEH pronounced AH when translated in the Babylonia Hebrew means T.H.E “THE” which has
no meaning compared to the Ancient Hebrew. In the Ancient it means LOOK, REVEAL,
BREATH, which is to live to have life. LIFE that was created by The Most High. So this word
“naw-khawsh” tells more then just a story about Adam and Eve eating an apple and talking to a
snake. This SNAKE was a created BEING. It was talking, expressing, telling stories, telling
propheies of futures events, it was seducing beguiling and giving seed. Now you can accept this
FACT or go back to sleep, but if you sleep you will be totally unprepaired for the things to
come.
Okay now I am going to read Genesis 3: 1 – 7 Open your mind wake UP and listen to this with
new ears. Keep in mind this was translated by the Greeks and when they rewrote it they wrote
it like a Metaphor. What this means is that they took the Ancient Hebrew language and rewrote
it for there benefit not ours. I can not express this point enough.
Gen 3:1 Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the YAHUWAH
YAH had made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath YAH said, Ye shall not eat of every
tree of the garden?
Gen 3:2 And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the
garden:
Gen 3:3 But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, YAH hath said, Ye shall
not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.
Gen 3:4 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die:
Gen 3:5 For YAH doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened,
and ye shall be as ELOHIYM knowing good and evil.

Gen 3:6 And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat,
and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.
Gen 3:7 And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and
they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.
Okay now time dose not permit me to filter threw this GREEK, but I will bring a few word to
you attention and maybe you can repeat what I have done and really teach yourselves how to
read this Bible. Once again I need to make this statement, because I want to be clear. Since I
discovered the correct way to read the WORD my faith has incressd 10.000%. The Most High
Exsist and HIS WORD is perfect. The things I have found in this WORD are trully devine. This
WORD was not written by man. Even when man tries to corrupt it, it remains un-coruptable.
Now lets look at this word APRON H2290 the last word used in Genesis 3: 7, when you look
this word up you will find that it means ARMORE or GIRD. It's speaking about a BELT, but a
belt for protection. And this word naked also has deeper meaning it means STARK NAKED in
the Babylonian Hebrew, but when you pass it thru the Ancient it express Mortality you get
word like Chaos, Blood, Watch, Know, First and Begging. This is telling us that they where
told they where mortal not like the gods the ELOLHIM. So they sewed APRONS put on
protection to cover there nakedness, there vulnerability. Because now they know they where
naked mortal not like the ELOHIM. They no longer trusted in the protection of The Most
High. Now if you recall what was said.
Gen 3:11 And he said,H559 WhoH4310 toldH5046 thee thatH3588 thouH859 wast naked?H5903 Hast thou
eatenH398 ofH4480 the tree,H6086 whereofH834 H4480 I commandedH6680 thee that thou should est notH1115
eat?H398
Did you listen to the SERPENT the Whisper the BEING the TREE of Knowledge of good and
evil? Another intresting FACT is this that word WITH in Genesis 3:6: Now here is where you
really need to pay attention. Gen 3:6 “And when the woman saw that the tree was good for
food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of
the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband WITH her; and he did eat.”
This word WITH H5973 if you try to find this word in the Strongs you can't, because it sends
you to the appendex, but because I use computer software all my Hebrew words are refrenced.
So I easlly found this word in the Strongs Definitiions. And you come to learn that this word
has a very broad meaning. Now I say this because of this....Some have come to the conclusion
that Adam had a homesexual afair with this being. After looking into this I have disagree. The
women gave to her husband that was WITH her. Now this word WITH refrences H6004
You will find that is world WITH H5973 is another one of those small words with a HUGE
meaning. And when I say HUGE I mean HUGE!

And here is what it reads:
Pronounced eem in Babylonian
From H6004; adverb or preposition, with (that is, in conjunction with), in varied applications;
specifically equally with; often with prepositional prefix (and then usually unrepresented in
English): - accompanying, against, and, as (X long as), before, beside, by (reason of), for all,
from (among, between), in, like, more than, of, (un-) to, with (-al).

Now because this word is so short there are two things we need to do first take it thru the
Anchient Filter and second go to that root WORD found at H6004 because by now we know
that is word means more then just with. First look at what this word reveals in the ancient.
eem WITH
 עayin = EYE | Watch, Know, Shade
 םmem = WATER | Chaos, Mighty, Blood
and when we look up this word in the Hebrew Old Testment TENAK once again they added an
extra letter to better define this word. Like I said before the KVJ takes out this letter, but the
Hebrew Tanak keeps it there. And the letter once again is YEH prounced AH. The same letter
added to NAW-khawsh. AH look, reveal, Breath
eem WITH from the HOT H5973
 עayin = EYE | Watch, Know, Shade
 מmem = WATER | Chaos, Mighty, Blood
 הhey = Man with Arm Raised | Look, Reveal, Breath
Okay now lets look at the root word H6004 now keep this in mind when we look at the letters
in the KJV we have AYIN MEM, But when we place it into the TANAK the HEBREW we get
YOD WAW AYIN MEM. Two more letters added. But not just any two letter, but the letter
that make up the name of The Most High. Now if you are following me I want you to
understand. When you take the TANAK H5973 and the TANAK H6004 and observer the
letters you will notice that all of the letters are present to spell out the name of The Most High.
YAHUWAH. YOD AH WAW AH. Now what is the TANAK tring to tell us that the KJV tried
to hide? Now for those that would like to see this. You can view this using a ”Hebrew Old
Testiment TANAK”. I will also post this on my site once I get the time. And for my friends
email me and I will send you the transcript. Now I am not done yet. Because we have'nt even
read the definition for H6004.
eem WITH from the HOT H6004
 יYOD = Arm closed hand | Work, Throw, Worship
 וWAW = Tent Peg | Add, Secure, Hook
 עayin = EYE | Watch, Know, Shade
 םmem = WATER | Chaos, Mighty, Blood

H6004 עמם
‛amam aw-mam'
A primitive root; to associate; by implication to overshadow (by huddling together): - become
dim, hide. Okay now lets break these words down to there definition.
OverShadowed
to be more important or significant by comparison.
to cast a shadow over; cover with shadows, clouds, darkness, etc.; darken or obscure: clouds
overshadowing the moon.
Or the word HIDE
to conceal from sight; prevent from being seen or discovered.
to obstruct the view of; cover up: The sun was hidden by the clouds.
to conceal from knowledge or exposure; keep secret.
Now remember we are still exploring the Meaning of this WORD “WITH”.
“she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did
eat.” So the questions is this, was Adam hiding whiel the woman ate of the tree? Or was
something hiding with in Adam? What was overshadowing Adam? Now take note as I read the
words around H6004
First we read H6005 And it Reads; From H5973 and H410 with suffix pronoun inserted; with us
(is) God; Immanuel, a name of Isaiah’s son: - Immanuel. Now notice that word H410 remember
H410 is ELOHIM Angelic Being? They are also telling us that this WORD H5973 the word that was
used in Genesis 3:6 creates the word IMMANUEL the very name that is associated with the MESSIAH.
Now here is a second wittness that tells us that this word WITH is refrencing The Most High.
Okay now if that was'nt enough how about this one. If you look at the WORD H6003 the WORD that
comes right before H6004 you remmber the WORDH6004 is the ROOT word of the WORD WITH
in Genesis 3:6 Now Guess what word we find?
H6003
Patronymic from H6002; an Amalekite (or collectively the Amalekites) or descendant of Amalek: Amalekite (-s).
H6002
Probably of foreign origin; Amalek, a descendant of Esau; also his posterity and their country: Amalek.
Let me tell yall what just happened. This whole study revolves around the Amalekites. Do you think I
am so cleaver that I can take this word ”WITH” from Genesis 3:6 and have it magiclly lead me to the
very topic that this study is about? The only reason why I am talking about this is because I wrote an
email to Georgia Johnson earlier this week to thank here for posting my broadcast as an event. I mean
think about it. When we look at all of these WORDS H6003 H6004 H6005 we get as followed:
H6003 Amalikites the Seed Of The Serpent, H6004 WITH aw-mam the word that connects Adam

and Eve, H6005 Immanuel God With Us which takes us to Isahiah 7:14

Isa 7:14 ThereforeH3651 the LordH136 himselfH1931 shall giveH5414 you a sign;H226 Behold,H2009 a virginH5959
shall conceive,H2029 and bearH3205 a son,H1121 and shall callH7121 his nameH8034 Immanuel.H6005

Okay now this will make much more sense after the completion of this broadcast, but by now
you should begin to understand that this BOOK, This Bible is beginning to reveal much more
to use in these final days. And I hope you are beginning to see that there was a lot more going
on in that Garden then what has traditionally be taught.
At this point you should have 40 minutes left in the broadcast!
OKAY I AM GOING TO TAKE A BREAK!
PLAY AUDIO
Okay now I hope you are still with me lets start bring this together. In this Broadcast we have
discover that the Serpent in the Garden was more then Just a SNAKE it was a BEING. This
being is also called the DRAGON and if the DRAGON from Rev 12:17 is that old serpent
from the GARDEN then this being had SEED meaning offspring. Now it is VITAL to
understand this fact because it is the purpose of this broadcast.
Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119
Okay now I spoke about the SERPENT, and now I will speak about the SEED of ADAM
YACOB.
The name JACOB is translated to JAMES in the English Language. The name YACOB was
given to the second born of ISSAC the seed of Abraham. This event is a major KEY to our
understanding and a direct link to the prophecy of Genesis 3:15.
Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119
Okay now when we look into the Strong's we find this word HEEL H6119 the very next use of
this word is found in Genesis 25:26 so what this is telling me is this. This verses might be
connected to Genesis 25:26, now hear this and listen for it.
Genesis 25:26
And after thatH310 H3651 cameH3318 his brotherH251 out, and his handH3027 took holdH270 on
Esau'sH6215;HEELH6119 and his nameH8034 was calledH7121 Jacob:H3290 and IsaacH3327 was
threescoreH8346 yearsH8141 oldH1121 when she bareH3205 them.

Okay now this is easily overlooked, But it tells the whole story. Genesis 3:15 and Genesis
25:26 are the foundation to it all. Lets first look at the WORD HEEL.H6119
HEEL
From H6117; a heel (as protuberant); hence a track; figuratively the rear (of an army). (lier in
wait is by mistake for H6120.): - heel, [horse-] hoof, last, lier in wait [by mistake for H6120],
(foot-) step.
They tell us to referens H6117 so it says:
A primitive root; properly to swell out or up; used only as denominative from H6119, to seize
by the heel; figuratively to circumvent (as if tripping up the heels); also to restrain (as if
holding by the heel): - take by the heel, stay, supplant, X utterly(TOTALLY). OH so this is
getting a little more intresting we see this word SUPPLANT. We know this word is to uproot,
but what about the other referens H6120?
Also notice how they use this word CIRCUMVENT:
To go around or bypass: to circumvent the lake; to circumvent the real issues.
to avoid (defeat, failure, unpleasantness, etc.) by artfulness or deception; avoid by anticipating
or outwitting: He circumvented capture by anticipating their movements.
to surround or encompass, as by stratagem; entrap: to circumvent a body of enemy troops.
So what dose H6120 say?
From H6117 in its denominative sense; a lier in wait. (heel is by mistake for H6119.): - heel
[by mistake for H6119]. Wow so now we have another clue A LIER IN WAIT, and also
Strongs is telling us that ”heel is by mistake for H6119.” Now this will make sence as we
countinue, because HEEL as you can see dose not mean what you think it means. And if you
keep reading we go to H6121,
H6121 From H6117; in the original sense, a knoll (as swelling up); in the denominative sense
(transitively) fraudulent or (intransitively) tracked: - crooked, deceitful, polluted. And H6122
Feminine of an unused form from H6117 meaning a trick; trickery: - subtilty. And then it ends
with H6123 Which is a primitive root WORD meaning; to tie with thongs: - bind, So
bondaged is also related to HEEL as well as Opression H6125. Okay lets make this clear.
Heel from Genesis 3:15 and Genesis 25:26 dose not only mean the back of your foot, but to;
Circumvent, Suppant, Deception, Outwitting, Trick, lier in wait and relates to Bind and
Oppress. Okay now who dose these chararctertistics remind you of????
Okay now this is where it gets good. Like I stated earlier I want to thank The Sword Of Yah for
inspiring me to do this research on this subject. With out him this braodcast would not exsist.

Okay now in Genesis 25:26 we read:
And after thatH310 H3651 cameH3318 his brotherH251 out, and his handH3027 took holdH270 on Esau'sH6215
HEELH6119 and his nameH8034 was calledH7121 Jacob:H3290 and IsaacH3327 was threescoreH8346
yearsH8141 oldH1121 when she bareH3205 them.
In this verses what we are seeing is dual meanings. We get the story of what happen as YACOB
was being born, and then the deeper true meaning of this verses that can only be translated
using the meaning of the names and words. The first meaning is for the WORLD the second is
for the Peculiar treasure of AHYAH, and if you understand this verses YOU are of that
peculiar treasure.
Since we have already decoded the word HEEL we will next decode the name YACOB.
YACOB H3290. Okay now when we open the Strongs we find this meaning.
YACOB H3290 From H6117; heel catcher (that is, supplanter); Jaakob, the Israelitish
patriarch: - Jacob. That's it. When you go up in the strongs concordance you land on a new root
word and when you go down you get more root words so they are telling us to refrence H6117
for a deeper meaning. Now we just went over this, so this is telling use YACOB and HEEL are
one and the same, but theres more. What happens when we put these words threw our Ancient
Hebrew Filter.
Okay First lets look at the word HEEL thru the eye of our ancesters;
We get BABYLONIAN Hebrew letters AYIN, QUPH, BETH which is ”AW KABE” now it
gets intresting. This letter AYIN is represented by the Ancient Hebrew Symbole EYE and this
EYE has three meanings.
WATCH, KNOW as in Knowledge and SHADE, and if you recall from our last study AYIN
or the EYE also represents the INQUITY of the AMORITES as well as the AMALIKITES or
AMALEK. Now here is somthing to place in your wisdom. The EYE can also be a refrence to
the ALL seeing eye. The Wisdom of the Amalikites.
The next letter is QUPH this is represented by the Original Hebew symbole for Rising SUN
this also has three meaning Condensed, Circle and Time. Notice that word CONDENCE to
reduce the amount over a period of time. Also to in Circle.
Then we have the letter BETH this gets translated to the Ancient Hebrew Charecters that
represents a tent floorplan. A layout for living quarters. This means FAMILY, HOUSE and IN,
so this is telling us that this is the core of the community the HOUSE the FAMILY and the
word IN is saying this is where you live. So as you can see this word HEEL has a much deeper
and dualistic meaning. Now in order to understand it you have to place it in the content of the
story.
Okay now the name YACOB has the exact same charecters as the word HEEL with one slight

addition, OR should I say one major addition. The letter is called YOD. Now we all know this
Letter from the name of The Most High AHYAH. And the letter YOD is represented by the
Ancient Hebrew symbole of the ARM which has the following meaning; WORK, THROW
and WORSHIP. This letter YOD represets The Creator, The Most High. So when this letter is
add to the word HEEL the meaning is changed to represent work, action, a mission given to the
seed that was CHOSEN by The Most High. Notice this word WORSHIP, this is refereing to
AHYAH. Because the YOD completes the Wholy NAME, and just like when the Hebrew letter
YEH pronounced AH the YAH was added to ABRAHAM and SARAH the YOD is add to
HEEL to create the name YACOB. So this is telling us that this man YACOB is a reprentive of
The Most High.
AND THIS IS WHY I DID THE BROADCAST CALLED THE LIVE BECAUSE WE
SLEEP! When the Greeks translated the WORD they changed the names to hide the meaning.
The name ISRAEL is not YACOB. You will not find the story of the Amalikites using the
name ISRAEL, but you will find it with the name YACOB. The name given to YACOB by The
Most High, not some mysterious angel being man type that wristeld YACOB near the river of
demons under a dark moon.
Now if you noticed I keep meantioning the AMALIKITES. Who are the AMALIKITES and
how do they related to the serpent seed. Like I said the KEY is the Dragon revelations
Rev 12:17 AndG2532 theG3588 dragonG1404 was wrothG3710 withG1909 theG3588 woman,G1135 andG2532
wentG565 to makeG4160 warG4171 withG3326 theG3588 remnantG3062 of herG848 seed,G4690 which keepG5083
theG3588 commandmentsG1785 of YAHUWAH,G2316 andG2532 haveG2192 theG3588 testimonyG3141 of
YAHUSHUAG2424 MESSIAH.G5547
Joe 1:3 Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell their children, and their children
another generation.
Joe 1:4 That which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust eaten; and that which the locust
hath left hath the cankerworm eaten; and that which the cankerworm hath left hath the
caterpiller eaten.
Joe 1:5 Awake, ye drunkards, and weep; and howl, all ye drinkers of wine, because of the new
wine; for it is cut off from your mouth.
Joe 1:6 For a nation is come up upon my land, strong, and without number, whose teeth are the
teeth of a lion, and he hath the cheek teeth of a great lion.
Joe 1:7 He hath laid my vine waste, and barked my fig tree: he hath made it clean bare, and
cast it away; the branches thereof are made white.
Genesis 3:15 And I will putH7896 enmityH342 betweenH996 thee and the woman,H802 and
betweenH996 thy seedH2233 and her seed;H2233 itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859 shalt
bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119

Okay now to understand this verses we have to place it into the content in which it is refering to. Since
we have established that SEED is Offspring, and HEEL is in refrence to USURPATION and the name
YACOB. And this word ENMITY means enemy of HATRED and BRUISE means to Overwhem or
break. And when we read this part of the verses ”itH1931 shall bruiseH7779 thy head,H7218 and thouH859
shalt bruiseH7779 his heel.H6119 ” It should not take long to see that this is not talking about Eve eating
an APPLE. This is speaking about WAR FARE. The first of the nations the HEAD the Amelikites.
Thous shalt BRUISE his HEEL, HEEL meaning YACOB HEEL CATHER Bruise, Overwhem, break.
So this is telling use that the SEED of The Dragon the Serpent are at WAR with the SEED the children
of ADAM.

At this point you should have 20 minutes left in the broadcast!

Now for the closing of this broadcast I will speak about The Amalekites.
I named this broadcast The Seed of the Serpent and the DECEPTION of the Amalekites, because I
wanted to bring your attention to just that. The Deception. Many of us believe that Amalek is the father
of the Amalikites. And the Amalekites are the seed of Esau. Now this not a wrong conclusion, but just
like many things concerning the dragon this is half truth. The seed of the Amalekites go far beyound
Esau, and just like the Butterfly the Amalekites are masters of deception. This half truth has given birth
to many demonic movements and has turned this world into what we see today. The British Israelite lie
is the perfect example. This movement has turned into white supramcy and racist hatred. And this has
casued many to shy away from ever studying in depth the truth about the seed of the Serpent. Even
today those of use that are waking up to who we. Are place all, our focus, enegy and anger towards
Esua and the white man. And just like White Supremacy we point the finger at the opposite race and
say there is the enemy.
And as we fall for this, our message of understanding, and teaching about who The Most High is, turns
into a message of hate and confusion. As the Serpent hides in the Shade and come up with terms like
”Replacement Doctrine”. Now I say this because many relise we are at WAR, but we do not

know who the enemy is. As I tried to explain in this BROADCAST. The Seed Of The Serpent
are The Children of the Dragon, and his seed dwells with-in the Amalekites. The Kin of the
Kenites. Let me explain how this happened. Now to properly comprehend this I will read from
an artical called
The Amalekites of the Bible:
Here is a typical belife concerning the Amalikites:
”The Bible dictionary, Insight on the Scriptures, states that Amalek was a "son of Esau's first born
Eliphaz, by his concubine Timna. (Ge. 36:12, 16) Amalek, a grandson of Esau, was one of the sheiks of
Edom. (Ge. 36:15, 16) Amalek's name also designated his tribal descendants. -- De. 25:17; Jg. 7:12; 1
Sa. 15:2" (Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York, Inc. 1988. p. 86.)”
This is a typical explantion concerning the Amalekites.

”While it is true Amalek's name designated his tribal descendants, there is a belief that Amalek dates
back BEYOND the time of Esau; and this is backed up by the account of Chedorlaomer and the kings
in Genesis 14:”
Now one thing to take note of when you read Genesis 14 not only is this the first time you hear the
name Amalekites you also here the name Hebrew for the first time so this is a very important chapter.
In the fourteenth year Chadorlaomer and the kings that were with him came and attacked the Rephaim
in Ashteroth Karnaim, the Zuzim in Ham, the Emim in Shaveh Kiriathaim, and the Horites in their
mountain of Seir, as far as El Paran, which is by the wilderness.
Then they turned back and carne to En Mishpat (that is, Kadesh), and ATTACKED ALL THE
COUNTRIES OF THE AMALEKITES, and also the Amorites who dwelt in Hazezon Tamar. -- Verses
5-7. Okay now here is where you should take note notice how it says “the Horites in their mountain of
Seir”
When Balaam "took up his oracle" and "looked on AMALEK" (Numbers 24:1-2, 20) he said:
"AMALEK WAS THE FIRST AMONG NATIONS, but shall be last until be perishes." When the
children of Israel met the Amalekites at Rephidim, the Amalekites were already "first among the
nations" of Arabia, and were destined to go on to even GREATER prominence.
The Islamic historians consider Amalek to be one of the MOST ANCIENT of the Arab tribes.
Abulfeda, an Arab scholar of the thirteenth century, wrote: Shem [son of Noah] has several sons,
among them Laud, to whom was born Pharis, Djordjan, Tasm, and AMALEK....
According to Immanuel Velikovsky:
The Amalekites RULED IN MECCA and from their CENTRAL POSITION on the great peninsula [of
Arabia] DOMINATED other Arabian tribes. All parts of Arabia Felix, Arabia Petraea, and Arabia
Deserta alike were within reach of their bows. -- Ages in Chaos, Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden
City, N.Y. 1952, p. 61. Okay I read this part to bring your attention to the Line of Shem: LUD to whom
was born Pharis,Djordjan,Tasm and AMALEK. Okay now when we read the line of Shem in Genesis
10 this is what we read: The children of Shem; Elam, and Asshur, and Arphaxad, and Lud, and Aram.
But WE never read about his son AMALEK. The reason this is because AMALEK did not start with this
line either. LUD Married the SEED of AMALEK. The line of Amalek is passed thru the Mother. This is
how it mixes with the Hebrews. This is why the Maternal line is so important. Now listen to the line of
Esau:
Gen 36:12 And TimnaH8555 wasH1961 concubineH6370 to EliphazH464 Esau'sH6215 son;H1121 and she bareH3205 to
EliphazH464 (H853) Amalek:H6002 theseH428 were the sonsH1121 of AdahH5711 Esau'sH6215 wife.H802
Gen 36:21 And Dishon,H1787 and Ezer,H687 and Dishan:H1789 theseH428 are the dukesH441 of the Horites,H2752 the
childrenH1121 of SeirH8165 in the landH776 of Edom.H123
Gen 36:22 And the childrenH1121 of LotanH3877 wereH1961 HoriH2753 and Hemam;H1967 and Lotan'sH3877 sisterH269 was
Timna.H8555
Now if you recall “the Ho-rites in their mountain of Seir”? How many of you remember my last

broadcast when I was describing the characteristics of the Ho-rites. They were described as White Skin
flowing hair and light eyes, the problem is they are of the nation of HAM there HAMITES.

The Horites and the Amorites were usurped and mixed with the seed of the Amalikites this is why
Timna named her son AMALEK to tell us that this was the seed of the Amalikites. The Amalikites are
kin to the Kenites the Kenites are the direct decendent of CAIN. So the seed of the Serpent lives in the
Amalikites. Think about how the dragon followed the Children of Yacob thru out History. The
HYKSOS are the Amalikites, The Hitties are the Amalikites, The Amorites the Amalikites, The Horites
the Amalikites. And when you reserch you notice that in many casese the seed is pass thru the mother.
Like I menationed before, Who do we know that follows the line of the mother not the father. I will
give you a clue it's not YACOB.
Num 24:19 Out of Jacob shall come he that shall have dominion, and shall destroy him that remaineth
of the city.
Num 24:20 And when he looked on Amalek, he took up his parable, and said, Amalek was the first of
the nations; but his latter end shall be that he perish for ever.
Now to be clear I am not saying that Esua is not the Enemy or a representaion of a European nation this
is evident and in prophecy, What I am saying is Esua became Edom and he did this by joining with the
Enemy. And if we do not expose who this enemy is this world will remain decieved.

